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With this tape, the entire operating system has been updated through PSR level 
388/387 (level 7). Modifications supplied by Control Data Yith this release 
include only correcions to existing programs, no new features were released. A 
large number of these corrections were installed prior to the official release 
of PSR 388/387. Anyone who is interested in reading through the modifications 
supplied by Control Data should contact T.W. Lanzatella. 

Concurrent with PSR 388/387 installation, nearly 6000 cards of corrections and 
new features were added by UCC Systems' staff. 

Bruce Johnson converted the old MOMS DMPCOR to run under KRONOS. Documentation 
is available via WRITEUP. 

Don Hamnes changed CPCOM so that the statos plotter queue is named PLOTS instead 
of STATOS. Also, Don changed LFM so that no one can dispose files without 
dispose permission, COSE in the access word. 

Tim Salo added some badly needed enhancements to the LIMITS utility output forma~. 
Aside from a couple misspellings, the new format is a definite ioprovement. 

N.L. Reddy added an entry to COMSBIO for the statos plotter. Tne system now 
treats the plotter as a regular BATCHIO type equipment. 

James Mundstock added modifications to CALLPRG which: 

1. fix the security leak caused by the ability to insert a card into the CALLPRG 
directory referencing VALIDUX. 

2. sends a message to a TELEX user when a tape resident program is called. 

3. allows the parameter, INDEX, in any position on the WRITEUP directive. 

EJM also added a new common deck, COMCTID, which performs analogously to CO}PTID. 

Alan Johnston added a new DSD command, MSG, which enables the operator to send 
a message to either EXPORT or SUPIO terminals. 

Kevin Matthews added a program called PDUMP which aids the operators in permanent 
file dumping by automatically setting the myraid of PFS arg~ents necessary to 
initiate dumping. 

Bill Elliott, by far the most prolific contributor to this tape, added the follo~
in:g changes. 

1. A new control card, DENSITY (lfn,n), enables a user to change the density of 
a tape to a value other than that specified by the LABEL card. This directive 



is presently in the system but will most likely be subject to further 
system staff scrutiny because of the awkwardness of the *n* parameter 
which indicates the desired density in the following manner: 

2 = HI (556) 
1 = LO (200) 
3 = HY (800) 
4 = PE (1600) 

The DENSITY card was implemented as a consequence of the addition of the 
DENSITY macro to COMPMAC which has the format: 

DENSITY lfn, density, recall. 

2. A new control card, NEXTVSN (lfn), which, when executed, invokes end-of
tape processing on multi-reel file lfn by executing a CLOSER macro. The 
utility can save a multi-reel file user an immense amount of time and PRU's 
transferred. 

3. Three new control cards which enhance permanent file processing; FDEFINE, 
FSAVE and ACQUIRE (or A). FDEFINE performs the following function: 

PURGE(lfn/NA) 
DEFINE(lfn/NA) 

FSAVE performs the following function: 

ATTACH (lfnx = lfn/NA) 
IF(FILE(lfnx,AS))GOTO,l. 
IF(SIZE(lfn).LE.320B)GOT0,2. 
DEFINE(lfnx = lfn) 
GOT0,3. 
l,IF(SIZE(lfn).GT.320B)GOT0,3. 
PURGE(lfnx) 
2,REPLACE(lfn) 
GOT0,4. 
3,COPY(lfn,lfn.~,v) 
4,*.END OF PROCEDURE 

ACQUIRE performs the following function: 

ATTACH(lfn/NA) 
IF(FILE(lfn,AS))GOTO,l. 
GET(lfn) 
l,*.END OF PROCEDURE 

A new parameter was also added to the PFILES control cards, PL, which works 
i~entically to the PN parameter except that LIB~~y user number is automatically 
defaulted, i.e., PL = PACKNA}lli: PN = PACKNAME, UN= LIBRARY. 

These extensive changes to PFILES, implemented without prior warning to the 
general staff, have come under considerable verbal criticism. At least 
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two of these control cards, FDEFINE and FSAVE will be deleted from the 
system. Further disposition of these changes is still uncertain. Unless 
further criticism is received regarding the remaining changes to PFILES, 
they will remain in the system. Staff members are encouraged to publicize 
their comments either through this newsletter or through any other foro 
of written notification. 

4. A new PP program, UFM (U of M File Manager). Only two functions are presently 
performed by UFN and they are closely related to MA<Th"'ET operations. UTI! was 
written to avoid making extensive changes to CPM and LFH. 

5. A new macro named = 99 was added to COMCMAC. This macro forms the RA + 1 
calls to ~I. Presently it is only being used for the new control card, 
DENSITY. 

6. MAGNET has been given the capability of forcing at least one tape job to a 
control point when it finds that all tape units are occupied and all have 
rolled status. UFM function 0 selects the tape job needing the least field 
length to execute. 

7. Program PREVIEW was modified so that when any par~eter is specified on the 
directive, PREVIEW simply counts the number of jobs waiting for tapes rather 
than listing the job names. In addition, when run as a system origin job, 
PREVIEW shows the jobs using the currently mounted private disk pack. 

8. A new DSD command, DISNOUNT IDLE UNITS. This command direct 1-li\.GNET to unload 
all tapes not assigned to a job. 

9. A special request processor has been added to HAGNET. Its first job is to 
handle DENSITY requests. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM 

Bill Elliott has submitted the following proposal change: 

Addition of a C option to the TDUMP directive. Yne C option would peroit 
dumping of even parity SI, S, L and F format tapes. 

Bruce Johnson proposes the following change to PPTEXT. The micro ~~lOT in PPTEXT 
should be changed so that BC becomes LD. (Several complaints have already been 
received regarding this change. They will be printed in the next issue of DE-\D
START SYSTEMS NB-ISLETTER.) 

Jim Mundstock has proposed that the CALLPRG index be ch&<ged from an indirect 
access permanent file to a fast attach permanent file. Preliminary estimates of 
the time savings involved range from 15 to 30 minutes a day of disk channel 
time - a precious commodity at this time. Unless any complaints about this 
change are received before the next tape, the change will be installed at that 
time. 

Proposed proposal: scuttlebutt at Lauderdale has it that a war is in the offing 
over whether the operating system should be warped to acco~odate internal schedul
ing of maintenance routine or to leave the scheduler alone and allow the routines 
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to float along with all jobs in the system (TWL's choice of words). The topic 
should be brought up in a systems' meeting. In either case, a written proposal 
must be submitted before any change of this nature is installed. Warring 
factions: KCM vs. NLR. 

SYSTEM NAINTENANCE: PROCEDURES AND PEOPLE 

One of the main functions of this newsletter is to act as a guide for UCC pro
gramming staff to the diverse area of system maintenance procedures. In the past, 
this important area has rarely been documented. Word of mouth was the chief 
method of describing maintenance procedures. As the size of UCC grows and 
the number of people directly involved with system maintenance increases, word 
of mouth communication becomes more and more inefficient. 

The hope is that every effort put into this section of the newsletter will help 
to stave off a communication breakdown in the future. 

Betty Stahl is now maintaining a record of all Program Summary Reports (PSRs) 
sent to CDC and their replies (if any). Please be sure that a copy of all 
PSRs is sent to Betty in 217 ExpEng. 

~vo documents describing the CALLPRG utility are included below. The first, by 
Andrew Mickel, describes the CALLPRG utility and the motivation behind its use. 
The second, by }~risa Riviere, is the CALLPRG report. The report is composed 
of four parts. 

1. CALLPRG procedures 
2. RFM documentation 
3. CALLPRG index maintenance 
4. Classificaiton of CALLPRG programs 

Items 1 through 3 are included in this version of the report. The fourth item 
is omitted due to its size and lack of relevance to people outside the CALLPRG 
group. Anyone interested in obtaining a copy of the fourth item should contact 
M. Riviere. 
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An Introduction to CALLPRG for UCC Programmers 
A. B. Mickel 4/9/75 

(In part, this introduction is based on memos in the past by }~risa Riviere 
and :Hike Frisch.) 

The running KRONOS operating system is initialized through a procedure called 
"deadstarting." The console operator can initiate a deadstart by pressing a 
button and causing the machine to read a small PP program from a panel of 
switches. Eventually a magnetic tape (called the DEADSTART Tape) is read 
which not only allows the operator to configure the system and enter time and 
date parameters, but also contains the binaries of control cards Yhich will 
become part of the locked "Common" file named SYSTEM. Additionally a LIBRARY 
Tape is read containing other files which becomes part of the running system. 
Because we at UCC maintain a KRONOS operating system augmented with many 
additional control card callable compilers, libraries, and "systeo" routines 
and other non-control card callable user software as well, a....1. additional 
mechanism was created to prevent filling up the LIBRARY and primarily the 
DEADSTART Tapes, too large a DEADSTART Tape can slow· down the deadstart 
procedure! 

Control cards are normally processed by a routine called lAJ (Advance Job), a PP 
program. In the event lAJ cannot find the program called for either in the 
local user file space, or in SYSTEM, instead of returning the message: 
"ILLEGAL CONTROL CARD", it now turns over control to CALLPRG (pronounced 
Call-prog). CALLPRG is an "extension" to lAJ which can access programs stored 
outside SYSTEM and other system-defined files - namely on disk (permanent 
files) or on tape by using a table or index, which is kept on disk. Under 
MOMS (the old U of M operating system from 1970-1974), CALLPRG was developed to: 

1) Allow low usage sofnv-are to be kept on tape. 
2) Allow simpler access with fewer control cards of user sof~are no 

longer requiring the user to know where the programs are kept 
(disk file or tape). 

3) Allow systems staff to easily move programs and add new ones without 
detailed bother of informing users. 

An interesting fact: CALLPRG was called in 100,000 times in the first 6 months 
of running KRONOS- from Sept., 1 74 to Feb., '75. 

CALLPRG passes all parameters specified by users on to the program sought. 
CALLPRG has subsequently been extended to allmv- FUTURE and PAST (New and Old) 
versions of programs to be included under the same name as the "Current" 
version. Also non-control card callable files such as user libraries or 
relocatable binary programs can be accessed by a "FETCH" and text files for 
documentation purposes via "WRITEUP." 

For disk files, CALLPRG does a simple Attach for direct access files; a Get 
is performed for indirect access files thus making a local file copy of the 
program for the user program. For tapes, CALLPRG makes an internal tape 
request and searches for a file binary of the appropriate name on the tape. 
CALLPRG checks to see if the binary already exists in the local file space of 
the user beforemakingan attempt to access disk or tape. Tape files are 
copied to local disk files. Therefore subsequent calls to the saze control 
card in a user program (without an intervening RETUR.l.\1) load the original 
CALLPRG provided program. For the most part the scheme is entirely 
transparent to the user. 



Lower usage software is stored on tape, probably sharing the tape with other 
programs. The rule of thumb in where a program should reside (disk or tape) 
is determined by usage~ but so as to not infuriate the UCC computer operators, 
the sum of monthly usage of all the CALLPRG callable programs on a single tape 
should not exceed 25 or 30 (which is about one use of the tape per day). 

Procedures: 

Just for the record, one often may need to refer to instructions on "how to 
get a program under CALLPRG." For each program, there must be an index card. 
There are 4 types of index cards: one for disk files, one for tape files, 
one for comments, and one for documentation (WRITEUP) files (which are 
currently on a separate index). Programmers wishing to find out the format for 
valid index cards can do a 

WRITEUP, CALLPRG. 

All changes (additions, deletions, modifications) of programs under CALLPRG 
must be communicated to Marisa Riviere, the current CALLPRG maintainer. At the 
present time this is done by memo or phone, but in the future, changes may be 
communicated via computer program. 

For current; FUTURE, PAST AND FETCH type CALLPRG files, the index currently 
resides on a text file accessed by: 

GET,CALLPRG/UN~YZE6008,PN~STF. 
CS,CALLPRG,OUTPUT. 

Most disk files for this index currently reside under UN=YZE6008~PN=SP. 
Some are under UN=LIBRARY. All disk files are CT=PUBLIC,H=READ,FS=SC. 

All tape files have VSNs of the form LBOOnm, and are default at HI density, 
I format~ KRONOS Labelled, read only (PO=R) and are on 1200 foot reels. 

For WRITEUP type files, the index is currently accessed by: 

GET,WRITEUP/UN2 YZE6000,PN=STF. 
CS,WRITEUP,OUTPUT. 

Most WRITEUP type disk files all currently reside under UN=YZE6000,PN=SP, and 
are all CT=PUBLIC,M=READ,FS=SC. Others are under UN~LIBRARY. 

As yet there are no known WRITEUP type tape files. 

You may wonder why we did not use UN=LIBRARY as the place to keep all of these 
files. After .all KRONOS has such a user numberand it is convenient to use 
under timesharing (TELEX), as it is under MERITSS. One reason might be that 
to affect changes in the permanent file catalog of UN=LIBRARY one needs system 
origin privileges or access to the console. This is not in the spirit of the 
third point mentioned earlier motiviating the creation of CALLPRG, namely making 
changes . easy. 

For further CALLPRG information and procedures, see news from Marisa Riviere. 
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CALLPRG PROCEDu~~S 

Due to the extended number of programs that are no~ on the CALLPRG accoa<t 
number and our intention of keeping information available about chaages 
implemented on our system, I found it necessary to review the organization 
of the CALLPRG programs. 

I would like to divide the CALLPRG programs into t\·:o different catagories: 
Programs that can be considered an extension of the D~-\D STA.'!{.T tape or the 
LIBRARY TAPE and programs that can be considered as private packages. I 
-will consider the first type an extension of the SYST~[ and I would like to 
keep the programs of this type on the CALLPRG account nunber. Fro~ the 
SYSTill1 point of view, I -will be specially concerned about having up-to-
date information on changes implemented on these t}7es of progra~s- I 
classify into a different type the CALLPRG packages that are not so related 
-with the SYSTEM. These other types of programs may be kept under the account 
numbers belonging to the programmers in charge of th~. A report about the 
changes to this type of program -will be up to the ~dividual prograc=er. 
There -will not be a rush to remove these progra~ fro2 the CALLPRG account 
number as long as they do not need to be modified. All the progra~ers 
that want to leave their programs on the CALLPRG account n~ber are welco~e 
to do so. However, they will have to follow the procedures that I esta
blish for the CALLPRG account to set up new versions of their progra~s. 

A decision must be made about the classification of the programs into the 
two different types. As a first approach, I consider that CO~~ILERS acd 
LIBRARIES are one extension of the LIB~~y TAPE. 

Utility packages may be considered an extention of the D~~ STAP~T TAPE. Other 
packages could be transferred to the catagory of private t)~e of CALLPRG 
packages. I do not think that the division has to be very strict. I would 
appreciate it if the programmers in charge of each set of programs would 
review my classification and correct or fill in the fields provided for a 
short description of the programs and informatio~ a~out documentatio~. 

The CALLPRG account number 'Will have an info~ation file that will sho~ each 
time a CALLPRG account number file has been modified. To implement the 
creation of this information file, the CALLPRG acco~nt number and password 
will no longer be used for jobs that save, purge or define files on it. 
The progratm:ilers that will be handling their mm files on the CALLPRG account: 
number will be able to do so through the use of P2-l, a resident files 
manipulator, which use I will explain helm.;, do no~ panic, liTH is as easy 
to use as the PURGE, SAVE, and DEFINE control card5. 

(e.g.: The two control cards 
ACCOUNT,YZE6008,P'iV. 
SAVE,FILES=SC, CT=PU,H=R. 
-will be replaced by the card 
RFSAV(FN=FILE,Ai~=YZE6008) 

With the introduction of Rf}1 we will be able to have easy access to inforca
tion about modifications to the programs kept on the CALLPRG account m:..::iber. 
At the start of this procedure RFH will be available but not enforced. If 
you have problems with Rf}[ you can go back and u3e the account number end 
passtmrd of CALLPRG tb change your files. I -will -r;.;ait to enforce R~[ until 



everyone becomes familiar with its use. During that time I ~auld app=eciate 
receiving suggestions about possible changes to P~r. For th~ ~?le=entatio~ 
of RFH I need to have the account numbers that will be validated. to h;:;.ndle 
CALLPRG files on the CALLPRG account. All of those that will need to be 
validated, please send me a note with your na~e and account nu=oer. [RE}I 
documentation ~vill be available soon.] 

The CALLPRG index will be maintained in a NODIFY OPL for.:12t (CPOPL). I 
will request the modifications for the index to be sent to ce in the fornat 
of }~ODIFY input cards. I have attached a list of CPO?i. for a description 
of the format of the index modification cards. As you can read on CPOPL 
documentation, CPOPL format is designed to keep track of the reasons and 
dates of the changes implemented on the CALLPRG index. 

I revietv and extend here the procedures that I set up initially for the 
modifications of the CALLPRG files and the index cards. I strongly recom
mend not changing the contents of the CALLPRG files themselves as a way to 
avoid submitting modifications for the index. I have no way of enforcing 
this request for the CALLPRG programs that are going to be under private 
account numbers. That does not mean that I would not appreciate being noti
fied of the change and the reason for it. For the CALLPRG progr~s that will 
remain on the CALLPRG account number, even when the index card is not 
changed, the information file created by RFN will show the changes, besides, 
Rf11 will not allow replace operations. A file, even an indirect access file, 
will have to be purged first to create another with the s~e n~e. In other 
words, there will be a certain period of time. where files gay not be avail
able to users. I want to have the procedure of not changing the contents of 
an active CALLPRG file at least for the prograns that are goi~g to be left 
on the CALLPRG account number. I also suggest it for the private CALLPRG 
files. This will help to keep information on modifications on all the 
CALLPRG packages. 

To set up new programs on CALLPRG folloH the follmdng steps: 

1. Save or define your file either on the CALLPRG account n~ber or on 
your otvn account number. Make the file public» read only and securec. 

2. Send me the deck of HODIFY input to apply to CPOPL to produce the 
ne\v index. 

3. Inform me, if possible, where documentation for the ne~ program is 
available. 

To change already available CALLPRG programs follow the follo~i~z steps: 

1. Save or define your file with the ne,.r version of the progra.;n on the 
CALLPRG account number or on your m·:n account nu:::.bc:r. For programs 
on the CALLPRG account number this file has to hav~ a different 
name than that of the file that already contains the version of the 
program in use. For programs that are not on the CALL?RG account 
number the follmving steps may be omitted. 

2. Send me a deck of NODIFY input to apply to CPOPL to produce a ne<;.; 
index. 
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3. Wait until I send you a note informing you that the index has been 
modified to purge the file that ''as in use ~"ith the old version of 
the program. You can also notice the change by listing the C.:\LLPRG 
index yourself, and then proceed to purge the old file. Note that 
the CALLPRG files are property and responsibility of each one of 
the programmers in charge of them. I suggest that you l.Tait t"'o or 
three days to purge the old file to be protected in the event that 
the index may need to be replaced by its older version. 

4. If there is documentation of your program on t.JRITEUP and the docu
mentation is affected by the change, do not forget to update your 
WRITEUP file. (You can replace the ~.ffi.ITU? file yourself. If 
you 'tvant the documentation to be changed at the very same tine of 
the program, contact me to arrange it.) Do not forget to update 
any other documentation as well. 

To place new programs or to change old versions of CALLPRG programs on the 
CALLPRG TAPE LIBRARY, follow the following steps: 

1. Request me to 
will send you 
able to use. 
tape will be 
label off). 

assign you a tape from the CALLPRG TAPE LIB~~~Y. I 
a CALLPRG tape form for the tape that you will be 
At the time that you receive the tape form, the 

ready for you to write on it (write ring on, no ring 

2. Write the tape. The CALLPRG tapes are KRO~:os internal labeled 
tapes. The LABEL card should be the following: 

LABEL (T, VSN=LBX:XXX, PO=~.:) 
XXXX=library tape number as shm;s. on the tape form 

3. Request the tape librabian to take the ~rite ring off the tape and 
to place a uNO RING" label on the tape. 

4. Fill in the fields on the tape form under uPROGR..t0~1ER," "NO RIXG 
LABEL ON (date)," and "CONTE~TS." 

5. Send me the form and the modification deck for the index. 

6. Inform me which library tape, if any, containing the old version, 
can be released after the nev index goes in. I will fill in the 
"READY TO USE" and "~.JRITE RING ON" fields on the old tape form, no 
sooner than a v1eek after the new index is on. If you ,;ant to l!l.ake 
sure the old version remains on a library tape longer than that, let 
me knm.; about it. 

7. Do not forget to update docu2entation if needed. 

A decision about ~hen a program should be on a tape rather than on a pernanent 
file may be based on the size of the program and ho~ frequently it is used. 

For,the format of the CALLPRG cards see the docuaentation of CALLPRG, ~hich 
is available on WRITEUP . . 

I change the CALLPRG index once a week, but I may do it at any other tiae upon 
request. 
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I want to include in this descriptio~ procedures for the handling of 
private user owned packages that may be included on the CALLPRG index. 

So far, the number of privately owned prograos on CALLPRG is very 
small and I have not yet developed a well established procedure to 
handle this type of program. I request that anyone who wants to 
introduce a private user program on CALLPRG contact oe for arrange
ments. The following description, that eventually may be codified, 
covers the preliminary information on set up of private user progr~s 
on CALLPRG. 

1. Save or define the file with the prograo under your o~~ account 
number. Make this file public, read only and secured. Prograos 
on tape should be ~rritten on KRO~OS internal labeled tapes, 
stored at the UCC Lauderdale site. To protect the inforoation 
written on the tape request the write ring to be taken off the 
tape and a "NO RING" label to be placed on the tape. 

2. Send me the cards to modify the index in MODIFY fo~t to a?ply to 
CPOPL. If you submit new cards each time that you oodify the 
program, you may omit the reasons for the modifications. 

3. Inform me where documentation for each newly introduced private 
CALLPRG program is available. Note that the CALLPRG index is a 
public file and that your index cards are going to be listed 
under your name, telephone number and address. Users of your 
packages will refer to you with any probleos and in£o~atio~ 
about the packages. 

M. Riviere 
April, 1975 
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RFH - HANDLE PERfl.tANENT FILES IN A RESIO~NT FILES "CCGlJ~·Z T 
M. RIVIERE 74/12/lo 

RfM HA \JOLES SAVE, DEF I Nt;. At-.JQ PURGE REQUESTS 01-i F I L::S TH.A T 
ARE FILE RESIDENTS IN A wESIDEi'!T FILES ACCOUNT. 
RFM IS A FIRST APROACH To PROVIDE FILE SECU~ITY FO~ FILES 
THAT CAN BE CREATED AND PURGEU U~OEH A SINGLE PES!JENT 
ACCOUNT BY SEVERAL VALIDATED USERStRUN~l ~G JOeS UN)ER TH~IR 
O~N ACCOUNT NU~BERS. 
TROUGH RFM, A VALIDATED USEq DOES NOT NEED TO KNO~~ T~E 
PASSWORD OF THE RESIDENTS FILE ACCCU~T TO HANDLE FILES 0~ 
IT. ANY VALIDATED USER CAN CREATE FILES ON THE RESIGET FILES 
ACCOUNT. ANY VALIDATED ~SER CAN PURGE THE FILES T~4T HE h~O 
PREVIOUSLY CREATED, BUT NOT FILES CREATED BY OThER USERS. 
RFM USES AS FILE PROTECTION THE USERS ACCOUNT NUM3ER, A~D 
THE FILE PASSWORD, IF U~EO. 
RFM TRIES TO SIMULATE THE ScOPE PROcEDURE FOR PERMANENT FIL€5 
HANDLING. A RESIDENT FILES ACCOUNI IS EClUIVALE1'iT TJ A 
SUBDIRECTORY' WERE EACH FILE IS PROTECTED BY ITS P~SS~ORD 

. AND THE ACCOUNT NUMBER OF THE USER THAT CREATED IT. 
RFM READS A VALIDATION FILE OF LEGAL RESIDENT FILES ACCG~~TS 
(RFMVALl. RFMVAL IS A PRIVATE SYSTEM FILE THAT CO~rAI~S ~LIST 
OF LEGAL RESIDENT FILE ACCOUNTS ~~D THEIR USER IND~XES. R?~ 
DOES NOT HONOR REQUESTS ON ACCOU~TS THAT ARE NOT I~CLUQED 0~ 
PF~tVAL. 

RFM READS A VALIDATION FILE ON THE RESIDENT FILE 4CCOUNT 10 
SEE IF THE CALLING USER IS VALIDATED FO~ IT (RAVAL>• AFTE ~ 
RFM CO~PLETES A REQUESTED TASK 0~ SAVING, OEFINI~G OR PU~~I~G 
A FILE, IT UPDATES AN !~FORMATION FILE DESCRIBING TriE ACTIO~ 
T.A.KEN AND THE USER THAT REQUESTEO IT (HA!NFl • 
PAVAL AND RAHIF ARE PUBLIC FILES ON THE RES!oE~;T FILES 
ACCOUNT, BUT THEY CAN NOT BE CHANGED BY VALIDATED JSERS SY 
RFM REQUESTS. RAINF IS UPDATED BY RF~ ~~D ONLY THE MASTER 
USER OF THE ACCOUNT CAN PURGE IT• RAV~L IS UPDATED ONLY SY 
THE MASTER USER WITH INfORMATION-ABOUT NEW VALID~T~D USE~S. 
RFM SAVES AND DEFINES FILES OF ONLY PUBLIC TYPE, h!TH O~LY 
READ PERMISION AND MAKES THEM SECURED F!LES.(TH!S CAN BE 
EXTENDED TO OTH ER MODES IN A GENERALIZATION OF RFNl 
RFM WAS WRITEN MAINLY TU HA NDLE ThE FILES OF THE C4LLPRG 
RESIDENTS FILES ACCOUNT• AN EXT£~S!ON OF RFM TO H~~QLE FILES 
ON OTHERS RESIDENT FILE~ ACC~UNTS MAY BE POSIBLE I= THE 
cONCEPT OF RESIDENT FILtS ACCOUNTS IS I ~ TRO~UCEO I~ KRC,CS. 
TO INTRODUcE THIS CONCEPT THE ACCOU~TS DEFINED AS ~ESIDE~r 
FILES ACCOUNTS SHOULD ALLnw A SYS~E~ J03 TO RU~ U~JER IT~ 
USER l'lOfX (NOTE THAT TrilS IS NOT ThE USER INDEX Q;: THE 
CALLING USER) 
RFM USES THE USER CONTROL wo~o OF ThE FILES ThAT IT C~EAT~S o~i 
THE RESIDENT FILES ACCOU ~:r TO KEEP THE 'C(OUNT ~u~ 3 ER 0~ THE 
JOB THAT REQUESTED THE CREATION TASK. 
TO VALIDATE A PURGE REQUEST, RFM MA"ES SURE THAT T~E US~~ 
CONTROL WORD OF THE FlLE TO BE PURGED AND THE ACCOJ~T ~! U~3EP 
OF THE JOB THAT IS REQUESTING THE PURGE TASK ~RE T~E SA~E. 

UNIVERSITY OF MIN~ESOTA OOCUHENTATlON. 
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CALLING SEQUENCE 
THE CO~TPOL CARDS TO US£ RFM ARE! 
RFSAV(Pl,P2,P3,P4l - TO SAVE A FILE O:i THE: KESIOE·JT FILES 

ACCOU\JT 
RFQEF(PltP2tP3,P4) TO DEFI~E A FILE O;-: Tr-iE ~ESio:::r~T FILES 

ACCOUNT. (ThiS INCLUDES THE CJPY OF T~E 
LOCAL FILE TO THE ?ERMAN~NT FILE> 

RFPUR(PltP2,P3,P4l TO PURG~ A FILE FROM THE RESIJENT FILES 
ACC.:OU\J r 

WHERE: 
FN=FNA~E NAME OF THE FILE TO SAVE, PU~GE OR OE~INE. 
<> (NO FILE NAME CAUSES RFH E~ROR) 

PN=PACKNAME NAME OF THE PACK ~HERE THE RESIDENT FILES A~E. 
<SP> 

AN=RESACC 
<> 

ACCOUNT NUMBER FOR THE RESIDENT FILES. 
(NO ACCOUNT NUMBER CAUSES KF~ ERROR) 

PW=PASSWORO READ PASSWORD FOR THE FILE TO DEFP!E, SAVE OR 
PURGE. 

<> 

FILES FORMATS 
RFM HA~OLES ONLY DISK RESIDENT FILEs. 
FOR DEFINE OPERATIONS TME USER SHOULD ALLO'd E~!OGTH T P~E Ia 
COPY THE LOCAL FILE TO THE QEFI~EO PERMANE~T FILE• 
THE SPECIAL RFM FILES, HAVAL AND RAINF H~VE T~E FOLLOWIN~S 
FORNATS: 

RAVAL - RESIDENT ACCOUNT VALIDATION FILE 
<RESIDENT ACCOUNT FILE, INDIRECT ACCESS> 
C0LUt1~1S: 

1 TO 10 - NOT USEO 
11 TO 20 - ACCOUNT NUMqER, LEFT UDJUSTED 
21 TO 40 - NOT USED 
41 TO 60 - USERS N~ME 
61 TO 70 - USERS UCC MAILING ADDRESS 
71 TO 80 - USERS T~LEPHONE (OFFICE> 

C0LUt·H4S 11 TO 20 At'-lf1 41 TO 60 APE THE ONLY Ot-:ES U5EO BY ~ft-.;. 
THE OTHER ONES ARE USED FOR ~AILING LIST ~NO PHONE UIREcTOPy 
OF THE RESIDENT ACCOUNT USERS~ 

RAINF - RESIDENT ACCOUNT INFORMATION FILE 
(RESIDENT ACCOUNT FILE, INDiqEc ~CCESS) 
COLUMMS: . -

1 TO 10 - USER AC~UNT NUMBER 
11 TO 20 - MOOIFIEU FILE NAME 
21 TO 30 - DATE ~H~N RF~ WAS REQUESTED A TASK 
31 TO 40 - TI~E WHEN RF~ WAS REQUESTED A TASK 
41 TO 50 - DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION REQUESTED 
51 TO 60 - FIELD SHOWING IF FIL~ WAS CREAT~D ~ITH A 

READ PASS~iORD 

UNIVERSITy OF MIN~ESOTA DOCUMENTATION. 
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61 TO 80 - USERS NAME 
RAINF IS NOT UPDATED IN CASE OF ERRORS, SUCH AS IL~EGAL 
ACTIONS REQUESTED ON THE ~ESIDEN! ACC00NT FILES.IT IS 
UPDATEDt HOWEVERt WHEN A DIRECT A~CESS PERMANENT FILE IS 
DEFINED AND THE JOB OOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO OJ THE 
COPY TASK. IT IS UP TO lHE USER TO RE-CREATE THE FILEt 
AFTER PURGING THE INCOMPLETEO O~E· THIS PURGE H~S TU BE CONE 
ALSO BY CALLING RFM. 
RAINF HAS TO BE t.-tANTAINi::.O BY P.ESIDEi!T ACCOU!'H ~-'AII\;TE~·!ANCE JOSS 
TO KEEP IT Of A SIZE SUG~ THAT FITS AS A INDIRECT ~CCES f!L~. 

RFP.lVAL - LEGAL RES I DENTS ACCOUI'IT FILE 
<SYSTE~ FILE' INDIRECT ACCESS> 
COLU~·JNS 

1-7 ACCOUNT NUMBER 
21-30 USER INDEX, 0 FILLED, RIGHT UOJUSTED. 

RFMVAL IS MANTAINEO BY THE SYSTEM PROGRAMMER IN CrlARGE OF THE 
RESIDE~T FILES ACCOUNTS. 

~lESS AGES 

$RFt-1 ERROR$ 
FIRST LINE OF ANY RFM DAYFILE MESSAGE • 
IT INDICATES THAT THE FOLLOWING LINE IS tN RfM 
ERR 0 R t·l E S SAGE w 

$ACCOUNT NOT VALIDATED$ 
INDICATES THAT THE USER DOES NOT HAVE HIS ACCOUNT 
NUMBER INCLUDED IN THE RESIDENT ACCOUNT VALIDATION 
FILE. 

$INVALID PURGE REQUEST$ 
INDICATES THAT THE USER IS ATTEMPTING TO PURGE 
A RESIDENT FILE CREATED BY ANOTHER USER. 

$ERROR IN FILE PASSWORDS 
INDICATES THAT THE USER DOES NOT PROVIDE THE 
RIGHT PASSWORu TO PURGE THE REQUESTED FILE• 

$ARGUME:NT ERRORS 
INDICATES ERROR IN THE C~LLING OF RFM. 

$ILLEGAL FILE NAMES 
INDICATES THAT THE USER IS PEOUESTING RF~ ACCTION 
ON A RESERVED FILE NAPE• (RAVAL AND/OR RA!NF) 

iAN NOT A LEGAL RESIDENT FILES ACcOUNTS 
INOICATES THAT AN IS NOT VALIDATED AS A RESIDENT 
FILES ACCOUNT. 

$RFM VALIDATION ERRORi 
INDICATES THAT THERE IS A~ ERROR ON PFMVAL• 
REQUEST THE SYSTEM ?ROGRAMMER IN CHARGE OF RESICENT 
FILE ~CCOUNTS TO FIX IT. 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA DOCUMENTATION. 
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C.!\ T I :> i\: T 0 1: E 0< C :\ l l P P G I S N .c ~ · F.: lJ ~- 'r T HE r· c T F: !'\!' : ~ M r C :,...; r r;;:: r-· 0 0 I F I C ! T l ~ :-.r I S 
PcPF8Rt·l':O. llECX Ct.LLPb:G :.LSC. CO;·n::!:>IS t (l""~r. , : ('LIJ(TC:..L LIST OF P.i!.SG~·!S Fr.P. · 
tiOGJFICftTIONS To THE CtLLP;G I~OE~ c: ~ o~. T~!S LI~T ~~FLEeTS TrlE ~CoiFlcA· 
Tro~s TO CALLPPG PROGRA~s. 

T0 r.sTAJr.J A LIST OF CPOPL PIJr-,, THf FnLL:::h P G Jfl?: 
fETCH.,CPOPL. 
~ODIFYCP=CPOPL.,C·Z}•*EOlT CtllPRG 
CSCCOMPILE•OUTPUT) 

T 0 OS T A I"' Tt-iE CALLPRG P!Q::x Pl!i',; Tl-iE FCLL o~ , P·G 
~00JFYC 0 =cPOPL•S,U,Z)+ 0QECK CALLP~G+*G 1•5•*0 
COPYUCSnU~CE/R,CAL!_PRG/PR,G,l•X,~l 
CStCALLPRG,OUTPUT) 

TO eRE ATE Jl f'JEW CPOPL RUN TrE F OLLO~ I!':G JOb: 
FF.TCH,CPCPL. 
~OOIFY<P=cPOPL,N=~cPCPL) 
718/9 
*I T~IS DF.:tK MODIFIES CPOPL 
*I 
.r,IN~,; IoTI-1 B~ 

rr-~. '---. 

o; (6LLPRG INDEX CARDS C~~ RE UP TO sn C~ARtCTEPS Ln~G 
*DEC~ C~LLP~G 

*IoE'IT YYMr---oo 
~;NCTE Trl~T THE IO~NT OF EACH ~:OQIFICATTO~ IS T~E DATE ~N W~ICh T~E 
*I .~OOIFIC~TION IS MADE. 
*I 
*DELETE UIIVV~ .. w .1 

'V y I ;'.J"J!/0fJ • 
*I C:-11.r·!GE I :--;LEX O.e,TE. 
* 1 SET l)t. Tt:. FOR ~.;HEt~ THE NE\', IN OF: x I 5 Sc r~L' L'LEt: I~ , PI .1 S::>F FOp:n!t, T. 
*I r-.•OTE THAT TriE !Ot.t,!T OF THr:: OATf. \'!ILL Cr-P;GE ;..!Th E11CL4 NE:.; Il\CfX.. 
*I 
*I I~SERT SUbMITEO DECKS WITH MOQIFICATIO~S AFTE~ T~IS cAPO. 
*I 
*I S~MPLE LECK 1 
*INSERT CALLPRG.6 
*•* PRGl YYIMMIOO• NNNN 
*· ShORT UESCRIPTION OF PPGl 
~INSERT CQLLPRG.7 
• t-.'. N i'<P-1 
P R G 1 ' t I:~ = • • • • • 
i.' I 
*I SAMPLE DECK ~ 
*I~SERT CaLLPRG.~ 
*. ~..:- PRG2 . YY ;M~-1/08. ~!f·ii·l~~ 
*· REASO~~ FOP CH~NGir-.;r; PR2 
"-~.-~:- PPu3 YY/~!,.1/Qn. ~-l f.:i-H-1 
*· R[t.SO~I FOP. KE".Oii!~-·G PRG3 

. *. -t· . PPG4 YY /I .. ~ :V!/OP. Mi· ~'h'-~ 
*• *• S~OPT OEScPIPTrn~ 0~ PPG~ 
*· *DELErE xx~yzz.r 
-t· • P R G 2 ' ll ~-l = • • • • • • • • 
*· *OfLETE A~8ACC.J 
*. * It:S:::P T PPOOHR. K 
*. PRG4.' U.f\1= •• • • 
~ .. ":.·I 
*· *fDIT CALLP~G 
*· 
*• PROGR.r...:-.l ~~EP !,!f._;WJ• THtT OOES ,,,r)T H~IJF.: A~ l !='~ ~ T~'r C ~; T~-::: C~LLP?G I;·:C•::X 15 OP~:- 1 . 
~t. r,~. :r- -v T'tC::-t:::TT:t,- ••Tt:" ~, .... , ..... 
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G·"<.:l,M~H M~o!W .. i, TH ~ T t.LPt: t 0'!' HA 5 ~"! c:rn~y ~-I TH ~! '3 •:;:y=: Oi'J THE C':...L;) ~.:: , 
*· IS cH.qNGING FP.G 2 , REt-'OVIN!. PPG3 ~_t· ; J t .DOI':G' PRG 4 • ~~ A.f_SIJ IN~c:;:::Ts. Tn::~ , 
~-. C0Mf1E~'<1T C 4RI)S OESeR I A I 1\JG THE CH~!\IG;::s t-FTEP. CALLP~(:. 

6
• 

~--
--o.. TQ REOiJEST •·IOOIFicATIOi'-JS FCH TH~ CilLL?;::>G li'OE:t St::-,o T1-1;: ~OOIFIC~TI0': ;_

1
; 

~. ~. RIVI~RE• CONSTRUcT THE MOOIFir~TIOU n€cKS FOLLn~I~G THE 0~Sc~rP-· ~: ~ 
*· S.c3-iPLF.: OEcK 1 Ai'!O SM:PLF.: nEcK 2 or.: THE .D-~0'-'C:: EXA~:lL;_:. ~· 
*• THE !DENTS CALLPRG.6 t.NO CALLPRG.7 :..:rLL ~EY~I~ rr.;:: Sp.~~ES IN EVE~Y C~I)P ! 
*· 
*· 
'*· 
• 
'*· 
• 
• ll! • ~!r·! \H1 

. - . . . - - ·- . 

PRGZ • Ur~= • •. ( OLO VERS I n£'•1) . 

_ UNPAGE • UN=YZ~6:J C8 'PH=STF' I ~=IJI"Ip~ GE/Ui·l? AGE. 
LPKODE,U~=YZE6~oa,PH=STF,Pw:fGG€RS,r~=LPK8oE. 
OHPECS • U!I.!=YZE6:J 0 S 'PN=STF' I.~=O~lPECS/ni-:PEcS. . .... 
PSCLI8•TY=FETC~,U~=YZE6G08.pN=STF,06=PScLI~. 
LOA0SO,UN=YZE6~o~,PN=ST~,IA=L0AOSU/L0~DSO. 
Sr~TEXT., TY=FETC-i 'UN=YZE1lC 08 "Prr=sn··' p~.s:C.:JTEX T- I A=S~""TEX T/5.V.T£XT .. 
P R G 3 , UN = • • • • PJ 0 L 0 N G E P I N USE l _ . _ . . . , _ ... _ 
APEX,UN=YZ~6003,PN=STF,PW=CL~PE,OA=APEX/APXl• 
EISINFO,TY=FETCH•MT=L8COG7+EISTNFO/pAKVEC. . . . 
ElSPACK,TY:FETcH,~N:YZE600S,PN=STF,PW:CLE~~,UL:FTJLI~,OA:EtS?ACK/E!Sl• 

.. 
. -· -·- -· .. .. -



1R.51.}4.MPIV•C~65C~C,TlO. rP I~nf. X I~ ~~l 
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.. ~ - - fwi 0 0 If'· Y ( P == C P 0 P l • t1 = N , (' = t.: l 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
s 
9 

lC 
- 11 

12 
13 
}4 

. __ . fs 
16 

. 17 
18 

. 19 
21' 
21 
22 

.23 
24 

-IOEI'.JT- 750321 

.,.IOENT 750321 
~('Et_ETE 75~3lr.l 

• 

*· 
*I 1\ISEPT 

75/\'3/21. 
CALLPPG.6 

PRGl 751;3121. NNNN 
SHORT DfSCRIPTlO~! OF PR,-;1 

CALLPRG.7 
• N. J\,t.JNN 
PPGl 'UN= •• •• _. (NF.:~-Ii) 
*I 
~1NsE~T CALLPRG.6 
*·* PPG2 74/~3/21. M~M~ 
* • * REA SOt! F(lt:; CHA ~' • G F:G PRG2 
*•* PRG3 75103/21. MMMM 
*• REASON FOR RE~·IOVTi\:G PRG3 
*· PRG4 75/C3/21. HMMM 
*• SHORT OESCRIPTIN OF PRG4 
*OELETE CALLPRG.9 
PPG2•UN=•••• (NEW VERSION) 
*DELETE CALLPRG.l6 
*INSEPT CALLPRG.lP 
PPG4•UN=••• (MEW PROGP4M) 
*I 
<~:·EO IT CALLPRG 

Of.CK STATUS AND t·10QIFICATIQt·IS. 
OECK - C .~LLPRG 

) CALLPRG MODIFIEPS. 

0 
· t, 

A 
A ....... 

;a; A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
6 

D 
II 

0 
A 

751)31(1 

*WIDTH 
• 
• 
*.~ 

*·* 
*•* 
*· 
i:· • 
*· 
*•* 
*· 

81,} 

CPOPL 

75/t)3/] 0. 
75/03/21. 

PRG2 74/03/21. MMMM 
REASON FOR (4A~iGJl'•G PRG? 
PRG3 . 75/03/21. MM~M 
RF.ASOt1 FOP Pfl--iOV p.;G PRG3 
PRG4 75/!)3/21. Mi'•r"'M 
SHORT D~SC~IPTIN OF PRG~ 
PRGl 75/~3/21. NN~N 
SHOFIT DESCRIPTIO~· OF PRG! 

• ~.J • t· ,NNf'-! 
PPG l 'Ui':= • •.. ( NF~n 
PPG2 'li!\= •• • ( OLO VfFI S J OtJ} 
PPS~'UN=•••• (NEW VfqSTON} 
P q G 3 , U U = • • • • ( N 0 L 0!'-' G E ~ I N U 5 E ) 
PPG4,UN=••• (NfW PROGQAM) 

1C4 ACTIVE Cft~DCSl. 

-· - ~ -· - ·- - -
~00!!="" 
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0 • "'• f'jf'I\JI\f 

'L 
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PRG! ,ur,l=.... · (NE~J} 

• p.~ • ~!M\l~.l 

PRG;:, UN::: •• • • ( t, . [~,<~ V EP S 1 0£-il 
__ UtJPAGE • Ur!=YZf.6C· ( 8, Pr 1=STF' I A=L'NP .I'J.Q.E/IJr iP _o.GE. 
LPKOOE ot Ut,!::Y Zf.U ~ C 8, F~!:::S TF, PH:EGGE~ S, T t,:LPK Ctt.' E. 
ONPECS~U~=YZE6GC8tPN=STF•IA=QMPFCS/o~PEcS. 
PSCLIS, TY=FETCH,UN=YZE6G08 •PI'i=STF tDA=PScLIF. 
L0ADSO,UN=YZ~6Q08,PN:STF,IA:LOAnSO;LOAOSD. 
SMTEXT,TY=FETCH,UN=YZE6POB•Pt!::STFtPW=CPTEXT,IA=S~TEXT/SMTExT. 
APEX,UN=YZE6Q08~PN=STF•PW=CLEPE•rA=APEX/ADYl. 
E IS lfltFO, TY~FETCH, MT=LBr- 007 +EI S It<tFO /8AKVF:C. 
PRG4,U~-!= ••• (f'iEh PP.OGRti'A) . _ . _ __ _. _ .. _ . 
ElSPACKtTY=FETCH,UN=YZF60Cg,PN::STF,p~=CLEP~·~L=FT3LIP•OA=E!SPACK/E!Sl. 

.; 
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